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Class B 4-4-0 Double Cab “Eight Wheeler” - No. 1 

  

 

 Of the four Double Cab Class B 4-4-0 “Eight Wheeler” types rostered by the O&W No. 1 here, shown 

in the composited “paster” was the first of that class of locomotives. Delivered from Cooke Locomotive works 

of Paterson, New Jersey in November 1895 it was an anthracite burning follow-on first to the Class R 2-6-0 

Double and then to the ultimately ubiquitous Class S 2-8-0 double Cabs from Dickson Machine Company 

both of which began arriving in in summer of 1890.  

 This earlier O&W experience with the anthracite burning Double Cabs was evidently deemed 

satisfactory and economical for the then current needs of the line. That satisfaction was fortified by the easy 

on-line access to the anthracite culm fuel burned by the Double Cabs with the opening of the Scranton 

Branch serving the Northern Anthracite Field in March of 1890. Despite the now well-known drawbacks and 

limitations of the Double Cab design the O&W embraced that locomotive configuration with continuing 

additions of several classes of Double Cabs through the decade of the 1890’s and then until the delivery of 

the final Class V 2-6-0 types in early 1909. 

 To turn the narrative back ever so slightly, the 4-4-0 “Eight Wheeler types, and variously called the 

“American Standard” types, were a virtual standard for all manner of service on all pioneering railroads in the 

several decades following the end of the Civil War. The O&W and its predecessor Oswego Midland were no 

exceptions. The 1870’s saw the development of the 2-6-0 “Mogul” types, but the early versions were 

generally not much heavier (at 35-37 tons) than their contemporary eight Wheelers (30-35 tons); -- making 

them contemporary brethren at best. 

 That the early Mogul types, for the most part, rode on small diameter (54” – 56”) drivers, and with 

narrow fireboxes and small capacity boilers those early Mogul types made them suitable only for slow speed, 

short trains, and so. . . they did not really displace the Eight Wheelers in any real sense.  

 For small matters of comparison the early Mogul types did not represent much of an advance in 

locomotive development. The Eight Wheelers, generally having driver sizes of 60” or more, continued to hold 

down the burgeoning milk and passenger runs which were more sensitive to arrival times. Again, the O&W, 



beyond its beginnings was no exception, further supplementing its roster with the Single Cab Class G 4-4-0 

engines of 1886-1887 and the Single Cab Class H 4-4-0’s of 1889.  

 

 

 

These later Eight Wheelers were very well regarded by the O&W and, although they were never benefit of re-buildings 

for superheated operations. The Class G and Class H engines did receive new boilers and rebuilt fireboxes as needed, 

with many surviving until the relative wholesale scrapping of virtually entire classes of saturated steam engines by the 

O&W beginning ca. 1932. 

  

 

 

 Rolling through Mayfield Yard, in this oft published image is Class B No.1 with a passenger consist, when that 

service was system wide. A copy of this well-known image graced the cover of the Mayfield Yard OWRHS Observer. 



 

 A right side vie; --  of a very trim and smart No. 1, as delivered and riding the turntable at Mayfield. Readers notice the lack 

of driving wheel counterweights; -- the foundry practice when built omitted counterweight in the pattern making and resultant castings. 

This was apparently the practice on 4-4-0 types of the time. Later images of this engine, as well as in-service images of the O&W Class 

F and Class G 4-4-0 types show them to be equipped with Davis counterweights. Of interest also is the early style block lettering of the 

“N.Y.O..& W.” on the tender flank. Notice also in this image the turntable bridge lock in the lower center-right. 

 

 Now, ca. 1915, some of the beauty of this engine is worn away by years of hard service. The troublesome cast 

iron spoked engine truck wheelsets (prone to cracking) have been replaced with forged wheelsets. The wood paneled 

cab sides have been clad with sheet metal further compromising its original good looks. 

 

 By the numbers the Class B “Eight Wheelers of the O&W were; -- 

 

No.* Builder Year Driver Dia. Cyl. – Stroke T.E. Weight  Scrapped 

1 Cooke #2325 11/1895 69” 17” X 24” 11800 40 tons 6/10/ 1916 

2 Cooke #2339 6/1896 “ “ “ “ 4/1923 

3 Cooke 1 7/3/1898 “ “ 11400 38 tons “ 

4 Norwich 2 620/1898 “ “ “ : “ 

*All Class B road numbers are “2nd”numbers. (1.) Rebuilt from Single Cab Class G 3rd #78  (2.) Rebuilt from Single Cab Class G 2nd #76 



 Although the American Standard – “Eight Wheeler” 4-4-0 types had held sway and performed 

admirably for the O&W, and its predecessor Oswego Midland since 1869, time was running out for these light 

and increasingly superannuated locomotives. The year 1915 saw the arrival of the 2-10-2 Class X 

“Bullmoose.” While even a metaphorical comparison of Eight Wheelers to the huge Santa Fe types makes 

little sense, the Bullmoose brought with it locomotive design and technology absent in the Eight Wheelers and 

advanced since they were built. Most notably the big Santa Fe’s were the first O&W engines with superheat 

and automatic stokers. 

 Now a known and applied technology, with benefits of greater efficiency and fuel economy, the end 

was in sight for engines operating only on saturated steam. The Class B 4-4-0’s and virtually all others of the 

4-4-0 wheel arrangement(s) were most certainly doomed on the O&W. Nearly all of the “modern” O&W 

steam engines [as this author defines locomotives delivered from the years 1899 - 1900 and on] beginning 

with the Class P 2-8-0 Double Cab engines that were built as saturated steamers, went through the AV shops 

to emerge with superheaters. The exceptions were that amongst the five Class A single cab 4-4-0 types 

delivered between 1899 and 1908, only No. 24 was so benefited; -- No.s 20-23 remained to operate on 

saturated steam.  

 With the nearly wholesale retirements and scrapping of O&W saturated steam engines in the years 

between ca. 1916 and 1935, the Class B Double Cabs were retired from service without fanfare. All were 

consigned to scrap to satisfy the appetites of the open hearth furnaces churning out new billets and blooms of 

steel for more modern machines. 

 

NYO&W Double Cab 4-4-0 No. 1 in HO Scale 

 

 

 

 Many of the images in the documentation of this engine build were incorporated into a PowerPoint 

clinic presented at the 2016 Northeast Prototype Modelers Convention held at Enfield, Connecticut. If there is 

value to, and accuracy of, pictures being worth so many words, these are some of the images used in that 

clinic. The image above is the completed HO Scale model of the NYO&W Class B 4-4-0 Double Cab crafted 

over the last winter season. As shown here, it is being test run on the layout built and operated by the club to 

which I belong. I have long ago learned that a “finished” model (especially now with a DCC sound decoder) 

be well tested before being disassembled for final painting and lettering.  

  In recent engines builds, with the increasing ease and facility of digital photography, I now capture 

many more “in-process” images than in past engine building projects. Follow along for the specifics of the 

crafting of this Class B Double Cab, with some images more useful generally. 

 Whereas I started here without any plans, I again made use of digital imaging to obtain needed 

dimensions. I manipulated both the paster image and the right side image, with Photoshop “Free Transform” 

to get good “flat” side views without perspective. Those were printed to “scale” using the single known 

dimension of driver size. All other measurements were “lifted from these prints as work progressed.  



After years of cutting and rolling brass sheet metal to form boiler sections, I have now settled upon a 

technique that is considerably at variance from the more traditional method. The beauty of what is described 

here is that there is an easy uniformity of boiler sections. With this technique I have eliminated the often 

nettlesome effort of lining up and soldering seams (hidden on the bottom of the boiler) in order to create 

nicely formed cylindrical sections. I now machine boiler sections from C360 (“Free-machining”) brass round. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Following clockwise from upper left: First I drill out the round with a drill in the lathe tailstock chuck. I use a 

drill bit just large enough to accept the boring bar cutter in a subsequent step. Next I machine the round to the 

outside diameter of the boiler section. Bottom left: -- I square up the end of the boiler section. Bottom right: -- 

I bore the round to a wall thickness of 0.016 – 0.020.” This wall thickness leaves enough metal for adequate 

strength in the sometime ham-handed handling of the superstructure of the model as work progresses. It is 

just thin enough to not require excessive heat (or lengthy application of heat) for soldering on details later. 

 

 

Sometimes the “Old Fashioned” way is the best way to accomplish certain tasks. Here, the firebox section is 

lined up with the front panel of the fireman’s “Kitchen” and held in place by hand holding it with protection 

from soldering heat with a MIG welder’s leather glove. While I do the majority of soldering with carbon tipped 

probes, a ground strap and a home-built resistance soldering “machine” – again the old-fashioned way works 

best for long seams. While holding the parts place I run a nice heavy “wet” bead of solder all around the joint. 



 

 Once the firebox and Kitchen are joined up, the main boiler section is soldered to the firebox. At this 

point a preliminary mounting of the rough superstructure can be made and the rear mounting holes (below 

the floor plate of the Kitchen) drilled and tapped. 

 

 

 At this point it’s time to compare measurements of the model to the prototype and make any adjustments that 

may be needed. In some instances the prototype measurements don’t “scale” and just don’t look right – or proportion 

correctly. This is a feature of how models are viewed: -- generally from “above” at a higher vantage point that would be / 

is the case when standing on the ground and looking “up” at a full size locomotive. A fairly well refined and well trained 

Mark II eyeball is sometimes better than trying to scale a measurement – more of that just coming up. 

 

 

 

 After finally committing to granite countertops in the kitchen at home, I watched the installer taking 

measurements and crafting a template to take back to his shop to cut the granite. When I asked him what was 

to become of the cut-out for the sink, I was told that it’d be only so much scrap for discard. I asked him (for a 

small additional fee) to round the corners, polish the edges and then to cut a grove 0.628” down the center 

about 1/8” deep. That is, as shown in the image above, my surface plate. The cut grove / channel 

corresponds to HO track dimensions. Models can be placed on the “track” and measurements taken from 

“railhead” height. Here, the boiler – superstructure is being test leveled with a Starrett dial indicator surface 

gauge. With this set-up I can level of true up a locomotive superstructure to 0.001 – 0.003”…..the latter 

usually being sufficient! 



 

 

 For testing and fitting, and satisfying the “eyeball” appeal, I often glue locomotive parts together with 

brush applicator and cheap ACC; -- better than simply allowing gravity to hold things up while trying to gauge 

proper proportions. Here the cab is glued up and the sandbox and stack base are held on with some “tacky” 

glue. Although the overall superstructure height agreed with prototype dimensions, it all looked too tall. Some 

more careful measurements told me that it was a scale foot or two off…just enough to make it all look 

ungainly. I’d spent considerable time working the cylinder saddle to what appeared a correct dimension, but 

when mated with the boiler – superstructure, it just didn’t come out. All apart. . . . into a tray of solvent. . . 

disassemble the cylinders and saddle, and rework the base of the cylinder saddle (only taking one short 

Friday evening session at the bench). 

 

 

 

 Now the model is looking much better with the superstructure lowered down on the running gear. 

Some trimming of the bottoms of the firebox sides is in order, and the smokebox has now been fitted. 

 The smokebox is machined from a solid C360 brass round, but first cut to an outside diameter to just 

slip inside the boiler section. The walls of the smokebox are thinned with a boring bar on the shop lathe, but 

then sized to agree with diameter of the flange on the 63” PSC smokebox front PSC casting; - now in place. 

 



 

 Trimmed and trued up again on the surface plate, considerable detail parts have been added. The firebox has 

been trimmed and ash pans soldered in place, along with the running boards, front and rear (correctly, the left – right) 

lifting injectors and piping and all the detail parts in front of the cab. The cab rooftop details are also in place together 

with the steam dome machined from a brass round. 

 

 On the smaller O&W Double Cabs the steam dome is centered inside the cab, with the top  

protruding through the cab roof. On some models the internals of the cab can be omitted simply because 

none of it can be clearly seen. However, on these earlier Double Cabs with cab sides of nicely crafted 

(prototype) paneled woodwork, to look clear through the cab, from side to side with no fittings within does 

not capture the “look” of the engine. That peculiar looking part at the lower left in the above image, coated 

with Dykem® Red layout dye, will be finished and detailed as the backhead. 

 

 

 Since I’d already determined to have a removable cab roof I took some time to fit up the steam dome, 

engineer’s seat, brake stand and throttle. Whereas these engines all worked saturated steam, the Chambers (company) 

Throttles were plumbed directly into the steam dome. 

 



 

 

 Much of the detail soldering I do is accomplished with a carbon tipped probe and resistance soldering. Here, a 

small detail is about to be soldered in place, by melting in the tiny bit of solder rod sliced off a longer piece with a razor 

blade, as seen in the image. Wetted well with Ruby (brand) flux, the heat is applied by a very brief “stomp” on the foot 

pedal controlling the piggy-back plug to the resistance soldering unit…..no hands! 

 

 

 

 The best and most proper weighting of a steam engine model should be such that the engine (alone) 

roughly balances at or near the mid-point of the driver wheelbase. In the case of a 4-4-0 the engine weight 

(on the drivers) has to be far back along the chassis, with little or no weight in the conventional – traditional 

location in the boiler between the smokebox and firebox. While the motor represents a large portion of weight 

on the drivers, that distribution must be supplemented. Here, I made the backhead with a deep rim and then 

puddled in some Temp-Lo. I cut a piece of lead flashing to the same shape and after detailing the backhead 

made a “sandwich” of the flashing and weighted part and glued them all in place. There was considerable 

space between the firebox sides and the motor; -- in to which I puddled some more Temp-Lo. I machined a 

heavy frame plate from 1/8” C360 brass, and then thinned it forward of the first driver to concentrate its 

weight to the rear and read driver. With no weight forward of the cab the engine balanced nicely on its 

drivers.   

 Sharp eyed viewers may notice that the backhead, shown above, has no water glass. . .indeed(!) 

O&W Double Cabs had a series of three petcocks which had to be periodically “valved” open by the fireman 

to verify water level over the crown sheet. On the model the petcocks are in slight arc, upper right from about 

1:00 o’clock to 2:30. 

 

 

 



 

 From some pieces retrieved from a lifetime parts box accumulation, together with a few shop crafted parts, and 

Precision Scale spoked wheelsets this engine truck was assembled. On many 4-4-0 models the engine truck is relied 

upon for support of the unevenly balanced engine. Since I was able to pack enough weight into the firebox and the 

“Kitchen” (beneath the backhead) to balance the engine such additional support of the engine truck was not needed nor 

was it desired to the extent that any tendency to “lift” the engines was unwanted.  

 With some experimentation I was able to make a phosphor- bronze spring with enough tension to hold the 

engine truck to the track but then when assembled did not lift the engine. It took several ties to get a spring of just the 

right length and tension to provide only for a desired adequate tracking.  

 In the engine truck assembly image above the center post is a length of 2mm threaded rod manufactured on my 

hobby lathe. The 2.0 mm nut is spaced to secure the superstructure tightly don on the cylinder saddle; -- the saddle 

being held down to the frame with two 1.4mm screws. This “upper” 2mm nut is soldered to the threaded rod. Below the 

upper nut is the P-B spring with washer soldered to the bottom. . .preventing the spring from migrating through the slot 

in the truck frame.  

 

 

 All is held together with the “lower” 2 mm nut soldered to the lower end of the 2.0 mm threaded rod. This 

whole method of manufacture and attachment of a 4-wheel lead truck is really nothing quite new, since it very closely 

follows the practice used by Asian Rim import builders. The real trick here is to craft compatible parts via trial and error. 

A final improvement is to solder the nuts in place so as not to come undone as the truck assembly is spun off for 

removal.  

 There’s just enough spring tension captured when the whole of the truck is assembled so that if the lower nut 

comes off the entire assembly flies apart (don’t ask how I know this(!)). 

 



 A couple of extra modeling tricks here from this engine builder, are in images that follow. 

 

 

 

 

 Although Micro-Mark sells a set of mandrels for winding springs it’s somewhat difficult to control the pitch of the spring as the 

feed wire is wound around the mandrel. The shanks of these commercial mandrels are smooth and more appropriate for use with an 

engine lathe with a controlled feed, adjustable speed, tool stand table. That is, in fact how I’ve made use of the Micro-mark spring 

mandrels, but primarily to make springs of heavy gauge wire or stainless steel feed wire. 

 

 To wind the light wire gauge springs usable in HO Scale locomotive building I prefer small hand held, shop-made, spring 

mandrels shown in the image above. Each of several differing sizes are fashioned from brass round head screws with tabs soldered 

into the slots in the screw heads. To make a spring the feed wire is first run through a small hole just below the head and crimped 

over. Holding tension to the feed wire it’s just spun around the mandrel. . . all the while seating the in threads. Snipping away the 

upper crimp allows a spring to be spun off and snipped to length. 

 

 

 With DCC sound decoders I prefer a positive pickup and don not rely upon wheel axle – side frame or truck bolster to body 

bolster contact. I drill out tender bolsters and thread 4-40 and mount the trucks with 4-4-0 nylon screws. The truck is completely 

insulated from the tender frame with either a fiber washer or a Teflon™washer. 

 The trucks pick up using the P-B wipers shown in the image above. Each truck is then hard wired to the decoder in the 

tender body above using NWSL “Ultra Flexible” wire, some shop-made solder lugs and affixed to the truck bolster with a 1.0 mm 

screw. . .no shorts, no “sneak paths,” no trouble! 

 

 



 

 

 With all of the structural and detailing work done (save for some final pilot deck details; -- the pilot 

deck being handled as a discrete sub-assembly) this Class B Double Cab 4-4-0 stands for some inspection . . . 

or just to be admired by its builder. The matte finish is achieved by blasting with #440 aluminum oxide blast 

medium in an enclosed booth. To prevent further oxidation on this bare brass (which will take place 

overnight(!)) I spray all the cleaned – blasted parts with Steelcote (brand) “Stays-on”®. This is specially 

formulated as coating – substrate for non-ferrous metals and is largely composed of highly purified shellac.  

 

 Readers may notice that absolutely nothing has been mentioned about either frame-chassis or tender 

construction. Frame construction is a topic that commands an entire article and narrative all alone, and so 

must wait for another time. The tender seen in this image is an item that was built over thirty-five  years ago 

for an engine build long forgotten. I built it primarily to test a then new technique for replicating rivets. 

 

 I’ve never been fond of the appearance of rivets punched from the back of a sheet of brass. Even with 

a good female die to the front, there always seems to be a “pucker” around and about many, if not all, rivet 

impressions. I’ve made from scratch and modified commercially made “drop hammer” rivet making 

machines, probably with the best results of any method I’ve tried for punched rivets. I’ve made rivets the “old 

fashioned” way with a punch and die using a drill press (spindle not running). I’ve also tried punching with 

small modified hobby sized arbor presses, with results not especially to my liking. 

 

 The rivets on the tender above were made upon the prompting of an article in an early 1980’s issue 

of the NMRA Bulletin (as it was then called).That feature described a method for etching rivets in brass using 

ferric chloride. The rivet patterns on the brass were laid out directly using Letraset® dry transfer “dots.” Now 

virtually impossible to find (and not even knowing for sure [as I write this] if any longer produced) Letraset® 

produced a sheet with strings of……”dots” of varying sizes. Using tried and true drafting methods on a 

drafting board – T-square and triangles, the tender wrapper was laid out and developed flat. The dots and 

some lines were positioned and rubbed firm. The plate was then etched in the Ferric Chloride, and then 

washed, dried and with the dry transfer material scrubbed away. Beyond that it was then a matter of cutting 

to fit, and wrapping the etched piece to form the tender cistern shell. When originally constructed this tender 

had a full coal bunker; -- counterpart to the Asian builder practice of the time. For this project I took it apart 

and removed the coal bunker to acquire more space within for the sound decoder, “Stay – Alive” capacitor, 

and speaker. 



 

 The dry transfer – etching technique I used resulted in what are very flat appearing rivets, and not 

nicely rounded and proud of the surrounding surface. In more recent tender scratch builds I have opted for a 

more conventional photoetching using computer generated negatives. Rivets are still not a favorite effort of 

mine, and careful readers will notice that there are no rivets on this Class B smokebox. In more recent 

practice I have come to view rivets as a feature of final painting and decorating. I now prefer, where possible, 

to apply Archer rivet “decals” as a part of the final painting and finishing. 

 

 

 

 Here is another image of the finished Class B on a test run on my club layout. Despite some trepidation over weighting and 

balancing and worying about the effect of the spring load of the engine truck the model performs smoothly and pulls as well as any 

small steam engine of its size. I test engines in this state, before painting: - having learned the hard way that if more work had to be 

done, very often a paint job is spoiled. This engine is now ready for a disassembly and painting and finishing.   

 

 

 This article – blog is longer than I’d anticipated, but with a few more enhancements it may become a 

part of book on the topic of prototype modeling of the NYO&W; -- a project I’ve thought about and that has 

been a topic of some encouragement from other modelers and writers. I’ll see…..but until then….more later. 

  Mal Houck 

 


